
IDEAL FUTURE ESSAY

My ideal future would be being able to travel to places where I've been as well as to places where I haven't been. I'd
imagine myself being happy because I'd.

It would combine my present skills and interest in nature, art and helping people. Along those years I will
have also started 2 other concepts as separate companies or divisions. My true partner will be the other end of
the adapter, when we fit together â€” the power turns on! I have the freedom to travel and vacation when I
want. I'm not sure what i would name my children. The meaning of a family is different to each of us. I will
obtain that object one day. I want to have children for many reasons. I hope to have been employed for some
of that time. I will have nurtured my network so I can consult on select projects living the life of a digital
nomad. In addition, I would have started at least one self-sustaining enterprise or non-profit foundation. I need
to do so because it is important to be there for my children as a father. I encourage my partner to participate is
as many of these as she desires. Of course, intertwined with all of this, is my greatest hope to be happy and
satisfied, in whatever I do. To do something, just for the heck of it, well I would not be very satisfied
consistently if that was the norm. Often I feel like I am living like I was retired now but that is a different
story. Click here to post your comments! Writing essay for high school views essay exam example grading
rubric example of instruction essay for scholarship research paper health abstract example informative
education in usa essay pte ltd academic research paper writing your sample outline for a essay university. Ideal
family it is when they always support you in every difficult moment and is no matter what. Anant I February
26, at pm - Reply In the ideal world â€” Professionally, I will continue to pursue consulting and advising and
coaching more because of interest than for financial purposes. It would NOT involve spreadsheets! Five core
values of this company are: supporting community trade, defending human rights, prohibiting of animal
testing, activating self-esteem, and protecting our planet. One of the biggest things I would give up is my time.
I will be out sharing my story, with friends of relatives of addicted individuals , so those who think there is no
way out will hear that there is.


